MEMORANDUM
TO:

Board of Directors

FROM:

Catherine Hayes, Board Secretary

DATE:

May 19, 2021

RE:

May 27, 2021, Board Meeting

This memorandum shall serve as notice of the Regular Meeting of the Board of Directors of the
Upper Eagle Regional Water Authority:

Thursday, May 27, 2021
8:30 a.m.
This meeting will be held via Microsoft Teams.
Call-in information is available prior to the meeting by emailing bdoliboa@erwsd.org.

Cc:
ERWSD Managers

Board Materials via Email:
Caroline Bradford, Independent Consultant
Steve Coyer, Mountain Star
Melissa Nelson, Berry Creek Metropolitan District
Bill Simmons, Beaver Creek Metropolitan District

BOARD OF DIRECTORS REGULAR MEETING
May 27, 2021, 8:30 a.m.
via Microsoft Teams
1. Consultant/Guest Introduction
2. Public Comment•
3. Action/Other Items
3.1.
Meeting Minutes of April 22, 2021, Meeting☼
3.2.
Meeting Minutes of April 22, 2021, Joint Meeting with ERWSD☼
3.3.
Assessing Late Fees – David Norris☼
3.4.
Coverage-Based Irrigation Rate – David Norris☼
3.5.
Information Reports
3.5.1. Development Report*
3.5.2. Authority and District Committees*
3.5.3. Authority April Meeting Summary – draft*
3.5.4. Contract Log*
4. Strategy Items
4.1.
Board Member Input
4.2.
Drought Update – Len Wright and Diane Johnson
5. General Manager Report – Linn Brooks
5.1.
General Manager Information Items
5.1.1. Best Place to Work Award
5.2.
Operations Report – Siri Roman*
5.2.1. Lead and Copper Rule Update – Brad Zachman and Kailey Rosema
5.2.2. Dowd Junction Collection System Project Update – Jeff Schneider and Niko
Nemcanin*
5.3.
Engineering and Water Resources Report – Jason Cowles*
5.3.1. Wolford Mountain Dam Safety Update – Len Wright
5.3.2. Eagle Park Seep Investigation – Len Wright
5.4.
Communications and Public Affairs Report – Diane Johnson*
6. General Counsel Report – Jim Collins
7. Water Counsel Report – Glenn Porzak

☼ Action Item Attachment
* Informational Attachment
† Confidential Attachment
• Public comment of items not on the agenda is limited to three minutes per person on any particular subject for
which public comment is accommodated, pursuant to § 18-9-108, C.R.S.

8. Executive Session pursuant to § 24-6-402(b) and (e), C.R.S.
8.1.
General Counsel Review of Matters in Negotiation – Jim Collins†
8.1.1. Authority Unallocated Water – Linn Brooks† (to be emailed May 25)
8.1.2. Cybersecurity Audit – Jason Sica
8.2.
Water Counsel Review of Matters in Negotiation – Glenn Porzak
8.2.1. Eagle River MOU Matters†
8.2.2. Shoshone Project†
8.2.3. Diligence and Brett & Creamery Ditches†
9. Adjournment

This is a remote meeting and will be held virtually; please contact chayes@erwsd.org
prior to the meeting to receive Microsoft Teams information.

TO:

Board of Directors

FROM:

David Norris, Director of Finance

DATE:

May 27, 2021

RE:

Reinstatement of Late Fees

Summary:
Collecting on accounts is vital to the organizations operations and ensuring sound financial
management of our accounts receivables balances.
Background:
In March – April 2020 the board approved a late fee waiver on past due accounts for our
customers. In June 2020, Governor Polis also signed into law Executive Order D 2020-098
which waived late fees on past due accounts for Public Utility Companies. That Executive Order
was extended several times and has since expired as of April 29, 2021.
To obtain sound financial management, it is pertinent to monitor and collect on our past due
accounts. The following Accounts Receivable Balances for the Authority, (removing all credit
balances) are below.
Month
January
2021
February
2021
March 2021
April 2021

Number of
Customers
206

Total
$111,877

214

$123,036

136
170

$47,875
$156,189*

*This balance represents a past due account that was recently collected in May totaling $91,617
bringing the balance to a normal level of $64,572.
Budget Impacts:
N/A
Legal Issues:
N/A
Board Actions Requested:
Motion to approve the reinstatement of late fees.
Attachments: none

BOARD ACTION REQUEST
TO:

Authority Board of Directors

FROM:

Jason Cowles, P.E.

DATE:

April 14, 2021

RE:

Coverage Based Irrigation Rate Update

Summary of Subject: Staff is requesting approval of revisions to the Coverage Based Irrigation Rate to
accommodate a move from three to five tiers to better align our irrigation rate tiers to our residential water
use tiers and to further our water efficiency goals for irrigation accounts.
Discussion and Background: At the December Board meetings when 2021 rates were approved, Staff
requested more time to study and model changes to the Coverage Based Irrigation Rate to accommodate
a shift in the rate structure from three tiers to five tiers. Coverage Based Irrigation accounts are assigned
a multiplier called the SIC (Sprinkler Irrigation Coverage) which is based on the acreage of irrigated area
associated with each account. One acre of irrigated land equates to a SIC multiplier of 1.0. The current
approach and three-tiered structure was developed by Raftelis Financial Consultants. A spreadsheet
model was created by Staff to develop and analyze the impacts of the proposed five-tiered rate structure
for Coverage Based Irrigation accounts. The 2020 coverage based irrigation rates and tiers are presented
below in Table 1.

Table 1 - 2020 Irrigation Usage Rates (coverage based)
Tiers
Rate/kgal
Tier 1 (max 175 kgal) 1 1/2" coverage per week
$
5.93
Tier 2 (max 234 kgal) 2" coverage per week
$
8.88
Tier 3 (more than 234 kgal) 2"+ coverage per week
$
13.35
SIC = a customer’s multiplier based upon irrigated acreage
SIC * max kgal per tier = allowable usage for each tier
An acre of bluegrass lawn would typically require up to 2.5 acre feet of irrigation, or roughly 800 kgals,
over the 5 month irrigation season from May through October. The current coverage-based structure
allows for 175 kgals per acre of irrigation water each month in Tier 1, roughly 875 kgals in Tier 1 over the
entire 5 month irrigation season. This is more than enough to accommodate all a customers’ monthly
irrigation use in Tier 1. There are very few accounts that use water in Tiers 2 and 3 because Tiers 1 is so
generously sized.
Therefore; Staff is proposing to shrink Tiers 1 and 2 to allow for 81kgal (or 3”) of irrigation application per
month in each of those Tiers. Tiers 3 and 4 will be sized to allow for 54 kgal (or 2”) of irrigation application
in each tier. This approach was selected because efficient outdoor use should generally fall within Tiers 1
and 2. Irrigation only customers may need to use water in Tier 3 during the months of July and August to
sustain landscapes but should not need to use water in Tiers 4 and 5 under any circumstances. This
generally aligns with the new Tier definition included in the 2021 update to the Rules and Regulations.

Coverage Based Irrigation Rate Update
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Because Irrigation Customers are not subject to base rates, rates for Tiers 1 and 2 are increased 10%
over last year to match the 10% increase in base rates that residential and commercial customers
experienced. Each subsequent Tier is increased by $3.25/kgal or roughly 50% of the Tier 1 rate. The
resulting coverage based rate structure proposed for 2021 is presented in Table 2.

Table 2 - 2021 Irrigation Usage Rates (coverage based)
Tiers
Rate/kgal
Tier 1 (max 81 kgal)
$
6.52
Tier 2 (82-162 kgal)
$
9.77
Tier 3 (163-216 kgal)
$
13.02
Tier 4 (217-270 kgal)
$
16.27
Tier 5 (more than 270 kgal)
$
19.52
SIC = a customer’s multiplier based upon irrigated acreage
SIC * max kgal per tier = allowable usage for each tier
The impact of the proposed rate structure was modeled using metered deliveries to coverage based
irrigation accounts in the Authority in 2020. Customers who irrigate efficiently will generally see between a
10% to 24% increase in their bills in 2021, with an average increase of 20%. The Authority received
$116,846 in revenue from customers assessed the SIC rate in 2020 and would receive $155,932 in
revenue from those customers in 2021 under the proposed rate structure, representing an overall
increase in revenue of $39,089 or 33.5%. This is a result of some customers using more water in Tiers 2,
3 and 4 under the new structure. The highest increase observed is a 46% increase on an account that
was billed approximately $4,425 in 2020. Staff is currently auditing the SIC multiplier for all accounts to
verify that the acreage was accurately measured.
Alternatives: The no action alternative would leave the current three-tiered rate structure intact. This was
not desirable because the current three-tiered structure does not match the five-tiered structure for
residential and commercial accounts. The tiers and rates can be modeled and adjusted accordingly to
achieve other results as desired by the Board.
Legal Issues: Legal counsel will be available at the Board meetings to discuss any potential legal issues.
Budget Implication: The proposed change in rate structure will result in a net increase in revenues from
2020 of $39,089 based upon modeling results. This number may increase or decrease based upon actual
customer water use in 2021.
Recommendation: Staff recommends that the Board approve the outdoor coverage irrigation rate as
presented.
Suggested Resolution and Motion: I move to approve the Coverage Based Irrigation

update as presented by Staff.

Please let me know if you have any questions or would like additional information. Thank you for your
attention to this matter.

New Development Report
May 2021

Projected
Water Demand
Annual Acre-Feet
Consumption (AF)

Development Approval
Process Step:

Construction Approval
Process Step:

Edwards

12.5

2. Water Analysis

0. Conceptual

594+com

Edwards

115.41

3. Cond. Capacity

0. Conceptual

Type of Use

SFEs Proposed

Location

Mixed Use

4

Mixed Use

Authority

Projects Requiring Water Rights Dedication

Vogelman Parcel (Carwash)
Edwards River Park PUD
Mountain Hive
NorthStar PUD Ammendment
Warner Building 2 Conversion

Residential

188

Edwards

12.6 -18.3

3. Cond. Capacity

0. Conceptual

Commercial

TBD

Edwards

7.68

3. Cond. Capacity

1. Plan Review

Residential

13.25

Eagle-Vail

0.07

3. Cond. Capacity

N/A

District

534 E Lionshead Circle - Elevation
534 E Lionshead Circle - Lion's View
Highline (Double Tree Expansion)
The Residneces at Main Vail
Alura (Miradoro)

Residential

12

Vail

0.59

2. Water Analysis

0. Conceptual

Residential

23

Vail

0.38

2. Water Analysis

1. Plan Review

Residential

43.65

Vail

0.79

6. Ability to Serve Letter

1. Plan Review

Residential

72

Vail

0.81

5.Water Service Agreement

1. Plan Review

Residential

27

Vail

1.33

1. Conection Application

1. Plan Review

Authority

CVC Clubhouse Residences
140 W Beaver Creek Bvld
185 Elk Track
6 West Apartments (formerly Via)
Avon Apartments
BaseCamp
Colorado World Resort
Edwards Fire Station

Projects Under Construction

Fox Hollow Amended PUD
Kudel Parcel
Maverik Gas Station
Riverfront Lot 1
Riverfront Village
Stillwater
VVMC-Edwards Campus Addition

Residential

9

Edwards

--

N/A

1. Plan Review

Residential

112

Avon

--

N/A

0. Conceptual

Residential

4

Beaver Creek

--

N/A

4. Warranty Period

Residential

120

Edwards

12.56

6. Ability to Serve Letter

4. Warranty Period

Residential

240

Avon

--

N/A

2. Plan Approval

Residential

15

Avon

--

6. Ability to Serve Letter

5. Final Acceptance

Mixed Use

81

Avon

2.6

6. Ability to Serve Letter

2. Plan Approval

Commercial

--

Edwards

--

N/A

5. Final Acceptance

Mixed Use

108

Edwards

14

6. Ability to Serve Letter

1. Plan Review

Residential

4

Edwards

2.4

6. Ability to Serve Letter

1. Plan Review

Comercial

2.6

Avon

1.03

6. Ability to Serve Letter

1. Plan Review

Residential

53

Avon

53

N/A

1. Plan Review

Residential

59

Avon

--

N/A

4. Warranty Period

Residential

21

Edwards

1.7

6. Ability to Serve Letter

4. Warranty Period

Edwards

--

N/A

5. Final Acceptance

Commercial

District

3010 Basingdale (Phase II)
841/851 Main St Minturn
Belden Place (1200 Block Main St)
Red Sandstone Parking Garage
North Minturn PUD
S. Frontage Rd Roundabout
Vail Mountain View Phase II
VVMC Phase II-East Wing

Process

Vail Marriott Residence Inn

Construction Approval
Process Steps:
Development Approval
Process Steps:

Residential

2

Vail

--

N/A

4. Warranty Period

Residential

4

Minturn

--

N/A

4. Warranty Period

Residential

41

Vail

N/A

N/A

1. Plan Review
4. Warranty Period

Infrastructure

N/A

Vail

--

N/A

Residential

184

Minturn

--

N/A

1. Plan Review

Infrastructure

N/A

Vail

--

N/A

2. Plan Approval

Mixed Use

37

Vail

--

6. Ability to Serve Letter

N/A

Commercial

--

Vail

--

N/A

2. Plan Approval

Mixed Use

75

Vail

--

N/A

2. Plan Approval

1. Plan Review

2. Plan Approval

3. Acceptance

4. Warranty Period

5. Final Acceptance

2.Water Demand
3.Conditional
Worksheet
Capacity to Serve
Analysis
Letter

4.Water Rights
Allocation

5.Water Service Agreement

6. Ability to Serve Letter

0. Conceptual
1. Connection
Application

COMMITTEES
DISTRICT
AUDIT/BUDGET
Dick Cleveland
Steve Coyer

EMPLOYEE HOUSING
Steve Coyer
Dick Cleveland

ORGANIZATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

FACILITIES MASTER
PLAN (FORMERLY REAL

RETIREMENT PLANS
Bob Warner
Linn Brooks
Melissa Mills McLoota
David Norris

ESTATE AND NEW
DEVELOPMENT)

Bill Simmons
Dick Cleveland

George Gregory
Bob Warner

AUTHORITY
AUDIT/BUDGET
Geoff Dreyer
George Gregory

JOINT
WATER QUALITY
Sarah Smith Hymes (A)
Timm Paxson (D)

RULES AND REGULATIONS
Kim Bell Williams (A)
Bob Warner (D)

WATER SUPPLY PLANNING
Sarah Smith Hymes (A)
Mick Woodworth (A)
Kate Burchenal (D)
Steve Coyer (D)

CLIMATE ACTION PLAN
Sarah Smith Hymes (A)
Kate Burchenal (D)
Timm Paxson (D)

UNIFICATION *
Steve Coyer (D)
Sarah Smith Hymes (A)
Kim Bell Williams (A)
Bob Warner (D)

UNIFICATION
Geoff Dreyer (A)
Sarah Smith Hymes (A)
Steve Coyer (D)
Bill Simmons (D)

(A) = Authority (D) = District

*unification will be discussed on board level, not subcommittee

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Board of Directors

FROM:

Catherine Hayes, Board Secretary

DATE:

April 22, 2021

RE:

Summary of Authority’s April 22, 2021, virtual Board Meeting

The following is a summary of items discussed at the April 22, 2021, Authority Board Meeting:
Board members present and acting were Chair George Gregory, Treasurer Geoff Dreyer, Pam Elsner,
Sarah Smith Hymes, and Mick Woodworth.
Introductions

New employee Jenna Beairsto of the engineering department was introduced.

Authority Irrigation
Rates

The board approved Authority commercial irrigation rates as presented by Jason
Cowles. Jason noted the rates could not be implemented until after the 30-day
notice period was up in April.

Climate Action
Collaborative Goals,
MOU

The board approved a resolution supporting the updated, more stringent carbon
emissions reduction goals of the Climate Action Collaborative. The board also
approved an MOU that sets forth a governing committee and structure for the
Collaborative.

Rules and
Regulations Update

The board approved a revision to the Rules and Regulations, Article IX, which
addresses the water supply response plan. The article ensures consistency with
current low water supply mitigation strategies.

Drought Update

Linn Brooks and Diane Johnson updated on drought conditions and mitigation
strategies for the upcoming summer and into the future.

Financial Report

David Norris discussed the quarterly financial report, noting comparisons to 2020.
The board appreciated the updated format, which is very comprehensive and
contains many visuals.

Nutrient Upgrade
Project Update

Melissa Marts updated the board on the nutrient upgrade project at AWWTF. The
project is going well and continues to be on schedule and within budget.

Community Water
Plan Update

Jason Cowles noted agreement by the Homestake Partners that the Authority and
District’s model could be used for the Community Water Plan.

EAGLE RIVER WATER & SANITATION DISTRICT and UPPER EAGLE REGIONAL WATER AUTHORITY
2021 CONTRACT LOG
Contract

Date

Change Order

Number

Executed

signed on

21.15.028

04/15/21

RTU Phase 2

Triangle Electric

$14,400.00

J. Sica

10.1.2.00.45.307 Open/Contract Expires 11/30/21

21.15.029

04/19/21

Sports Branch Sponsorship
Agreement

Vail Recreation District

$2,000.00

D. Johnson

10.1.9.00.75.070 Open/Contract Expires 3/1/22

21.15.030

04/27/21

Eagle Mine Superfund Site

LRE Water

$30,000.00

S. Roman

10.3.9.10.90.041
& 10..9.10.10.790 Open/Contract Expires 12/31/21

21.15.031

05/03/21

Pinyon - 2021 Water Quality
Matters

Pinyon Environmental, Inc.

$146,009.00

L. Cribari

10.9.3.10.34.040 Open/Contract Expires 2/1/22

21.15.032

05/04/21

Sundial Sewer Main
Rehabilitation

Ground Engineering
Consultants, Inc.

$1,175.00

C. Keller

10.3.2.10.01.007 Open/Contract Expires 10/15/21

21.15.033

05/04/21

RTU Phase 2

Netunwired, LLC

$189,378.00

J. Sica

10.1.2.00.45.307 Open/Contract Expires 11/30/21

21.15.034

05/10/21

Workshop for Field Ops

Fuse - Igniting
Communication

$5,750.00

E. Smits

10.3.9.00.20.670 Open/Contract Expires 8/30/21

21.15.035

05/17/21

Energy Performance

Colorado Energy Office

21.20.010

04/19/21

21.20.011

Project Name

Contractor

Contract

Project

Account

Statue and

Amount

Manager

Number

Notes

$0.00

K. Koppel

Open/Contract Expires 12/31/21

Avon Drinking Water Facility
J.R. Filanc Construction
Filter Effluent Channel Repairs Company, Inc.

$50,921.00

J. Beairsto

20.1.2.00.00.335 Open/Contract Expires 5/14/21

04/20/21

Fenno Wellhouse/Raw Water
Conveyance

Kumar & Associates, Inc.

$10,360.00

N. Nemcanin

20.1.2.00.00.039 Open/Contract Expires 11/30/21

21.20.012

05/04/21

Edwards Transmission Main Phase IIB

Ground Engineering
Consultants, Inc.

$9,939.00

M. Mantua

20.1.2.00.00.499 Open/Contract Expires 4/16/22

21.20.013

05/12/21

ADWF Hypochlorite Tank
Replacement

Velocity Plant Services

$31,785.00

J. Beairsto

Various

Open/Contract Expires 6/30/21

OPERATIONS MONTHLY REPORT
May 2021

LOCAL NEWS
Eagle Mine Superfund Site

Siri Roman & Leah Cribari

The Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE) has submitted an
application for the termination of the Eagle Mine Water Treatment Plant Permit. The CDPHE
permit would be replaced with the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation,
and Liability Act (CERCLA) Permit Equivalent Document (PED); a permit document often used
at Superfund sites. The PED is now available on the CDPHE Water Quality Draft Permit Actions
website for review and comment and can be found here. The 30-day public comment period
closes June 14, 2021. District staff and our consultants are currently reviewing the PED.

WATER

Brad Zachman
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The system-wide water production comparison was updated through May 16. System
production has been at seasonal lows during the last several weeks, but demand is increasing
as irrigation season begins.
The Avon Drinking Water Facility (ADWF) has been offline since April 12 to complete a
chemical feed improvement project. The project includes equipment replacement for four major
chemical feed systems: sodium hypochlorite, sodium permanganate, primary coagulant, and
coagulant aid. The project is nearing completion, and ADWF is scheduled to resume limited
operations on May 20.

Primary Coagulant Chemical Feed System (before and after)

Sodium Permanganate Chemical Feed System (before and after)
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Coagulant Aid Chemical Feed System (before and after)

During the ADWF shutdown, a variety of smaller maintenance and repair projects occurred,
including the replacement of a failing pipe coupling, replacement of a leaking sodium
hypochlorite storage tank, and repair of the filter effluent channel weir. All projects are on
schedule for May 20 (or earlier) completion.
New seal and
caulking installed
on baffle walls to
prevent leaks and
short-circuiting
into clearwell

Filter Effluent Channel Baffle Repair (Picture on right taken inside channel)
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Leaking Sodium Hypochlorite Storage Tank Replacement

High Zone Pipe Coupler Repair

The motor on the Edwards Well pump failed on May 6. Water Operations staff assisted a
contractor with pulling the pump and ordered a new motor on May 7. The contractor attempted
to reinstall the pump on May 14 but discovered that one of the joints on the pump discharge
pipe was broken. Installation was rescheduled for May 19, when repair parts are available. In
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addition, OTS staff evaluated the old power cables removed during pump disassembly and will
work with the contactor to install new power cable when the motor is reinstalled.
Discharge pipe

Power Cables

Well Pump

Edwards Well Pump/Motor Removal

CIP’s 2021 water storage tank project started on May 12. The project includes hatch
improvements on eight water storage tanks and four Booster Pump Station (BPS) vaults. The
project was phased to prioritize work at the five sites in the Authority system prior to the
upcoming CDPHE Sanitary Survey. Work at the Authority sites will be complete by the end of
June. District sitework will be completed by the end of September.

Water Storage Tank Hatch Delivery

OTS, Engineering, and IT staff completed Factory Authentication Testing (FAT) for the
upcoming Authority Remote Telemetry Unit (RTU) project. RTU site commissioning began May
10 and will continue through the summer.
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OTS Staff performing Factory Authentication Testing (FAT) at EDWF

The Fenno (Cordillera) treatment facility CIP project is ongoing. Building demolition is complete
and major site excavation began. The Fenno Treatment Facility and the Fenno Wellfield will
remain out of service for the duration of the project. Commissioning of the new facility is
scheduled for late fall.

Fenno Wellhouse Demolition and Site Excavation

The East Fork Pump Station, which pumps water from the East Fork of the Eagle River into
Eagle Park Reservoir, was placed into service on May 17 but was immediately taken back
offline due to a major leak in the pump discharge piping. Water Operations staff made an
emergency repair on May 18, which was successfully tested under pumping conditions. The
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pump station is currently on standby and is available to operate as soon as stream levels are
sufficient to sustain pumping.
WASTEWATER & LABORATORY
Rob Ringle

Influent flows have declined to seasonal low levels, with cumulative influent flow for the three
facilities trending similar to, or below, what was observed following the COVID-19 impacts of
2020. This is far lower than 2019 influent flows. These recent cumulative flows are similar or
slightly below the historical annual low flows, which typically occur in early November.

Comparing cumulative influent biological loading to past years paints a different picture. The plot
below reflects biological loading as total pounds of Carbonaceous Oxygen Demand (COD).
COD is sampled daily and used to influence operational decisions. Loading from January
through early March was consistent and slightly less than past years. From mid-March on,
loading has generally followed a similar trend to what was observed in 2019. The 2020 data
clearly shows the significant drop in loading that occurred following the sudden closure of the ski
resorts last season. Biological loading tends to be consistent and low through early to mid-May.
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The fact that influent flows are trending much lower than influent loading (both respective to the
past two years) suggests that less inflow and infiltration (I&I) occurred to this point of this
season. A decrease in I&I is consistent with the lower-than-average snowpack and drier than
average soil moisture.
Wastewater staff adapted and optimized treatment processes to the low influent flows and
loading. Vail WW staff reacted quickly to remove several aeration basins and a secondary
clarifier from service. Staff is performing annual maintenance on these process systems as they
come offline, which involves much cleaning to remove accumulated grit, rags, and scum.
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Cleaning of one of the larger aeration basins.

Removal of grit and rags is followed by manual application of an acid wash to the diffuser heads
to clear minor blockages and extend their useful life.

Freshly cleaned secondary clarifier, after removal of scum and sludge.

Avon WW staff has worked hard to maintain good effluent quality, despite the many process
interruptions inherent to the Nutrient Upgrade Project (NUP) construction work. Total Inorganic
Nitrogen removal is trending near 70%, which is far better than the current design. The permit
modification process for Avon WW effluent copper (modification #1) was recently completed, as
Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE) issued a revised permit
reflecting a limit of 33 ug/L. This also serves to remove a previous compliance schedule related
to copper. Subsequent permit modifications are expected to correct miscellaneous errors (on
behalf of CDPHE) and include additional baseline water quality data. This data is not expected
to impact the current permits, but it may impact future permit renewal cycles when a revised
Regulation #31 is likely to be in effect.
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The Edwards Wastewater facility also continues to operate efficiently and is producing high
quality effluent, with many parameters well under permit limits. The facility is operating with only
two online solids digestion (ATAD) tanks (compared to five available tanks), which greatly
reduces energy consumption. Staff is tackling many monthly and annual maintenance tasks,
including the replacement of a motor bearing and seal on one of the centrifuge units used for
solids dewatering.
FIELD OPERATIONS

Siri Roman
On April 28, Field Operations completed a training exercise with the Eagle River Fire Protection
District (ERFPD) on proper fire hydrant operations, pressure monitoring, and observing and
monitoring fire flow testing operations.

Summer maintenance operations are in full swing. Crews are prioritizing fire hydrant flushing
system valve maintenance in the Authority service area. The field ops team continues to
prioritize key replacement projects in the booster pump stations (BPS) including replacing the
packing for pump 1 at the EagleVail BPS, the Miller Ranch BPS pump 1 control valve and the
Cordillera West 1 BPS pump.
Crews are completing jetting and closed circuit televising (CCTV) of the collection system in
Cordillera. Field Ops recently assisted wastewater operations with vactoring out the stormwater
vaults at each facility.
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The District is participating in the EV WATTS program, a national study led by the Department
of Energy focused on gathering information about electric vehicle (EV) use. The program aims
to improve understanding of plug-in electric vehicle use, performance, driving and charging
patterns, as well as infrastructure performance. The final dataset will provide a baseline to
understand how EVs are being used and where federal funding would have the greatest impact
on future EV-focused programs. It will also contribute to future support, funding, and policies to
enable government, municipal, and private businesses to transition to electric fleets nationwide.
Data is only being collected on District EVs, and all data is randomized and confidential to
protect driver information. Our participation supports our internal goals of gradual fleet
electrification and encouraging employees to opt for personal electric vehicles when possible.

UTILITY SERVICES
Shane Swartwout
The cross-connection control technicians have made great progress working towards completing the
remaining on-site hazard surveys in the Authority. This is in preparation for the upcoming CDPHE
sanitary survey. We currently have a total of 69 compliance accounts left to survey and 344
accounts that require on-site verification for both the Authority and the District.
The BPCCC team has mailed out 85 reminder letters to customers that have devices due for annual
testing in the month of June. The team is also focused on completing follow-up for both hazard
survey corrective actions and past due device testing.
To maintain compliance in 2021, we are required to reach a survey compliance ratio of 1.0 (100%)
for all compliance accounts and a device testing ratio of 0.9 (90%) for all compliance devices in both
the Authority and District.
BPCCC Program Compliance Status (Updated 5/19/2021)

Report Date:

5/19/2021

Hazard Surveys
(1) Total No. of Compliance Accounts
(2) No. of Surveys Completed
(3) No. of Surveys not Completed
(4) Compliance Ratio [= (2) / (1) ]:
Required Compliance Ratio
Surveys Required to Reach Compliance

ERWSD
656
622
34
0.95
1.00
34

UERWA
1031
996
35
0.97
1.00
35

TOTAL
1687
1618
69
0.96
1.00
69
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The Meter Services team has recently spent a significant amount of time locating and exercising
curb stops throughout the area. The team is also replacing failed meters with new Sensus smart
meters and upgrading existing meters with SmartPoint transmitters. A total of 200 notification letters
have been mailed out in the month of May to properties that have outdated meters. This is an effort
to work with the customer on scheduling time to enter their building and replace the meter.

ENGINEERING
Jeff Schneider
WATER PROJECTS
Radio Telemetry Unit (RTU) System Upgrades
Carter Keller
General Project Scope: This project is a systematic approach to install standardized communication
equipment to increase the reliability of the telemetry system throughout the distribution system (82
sites) and develop a standard (i.e., non-proprietary) telemetry platform to allow competitive pricing
for upgrades, replacement, and system maintenance. Implementation is anticipated over a threeyear period with a highly detailed sequence and schedule to limit distribution system disruptions.
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Project Update: Commissioning for the 2021 season has begun, with Wildridge the first area to be
upgraded. The project will also upgrade the solar system at Bachelor Gulch Tank #5 to address
reliability issues at the site and provide additional power for the RTU system.
Traer Creek Water Storage Tank
Mark Mantua
General Project Scope: This project consists of the replacement of the Traer Creek Water Storage
Tank. In addition to the tank replacement, the scope includes piping, appurtenances, and selective
replacement of identified equipment including the RTUs and control cabinets.
Project Update: The drilled pier foundation is complete, with 78 drilled piers were completed 30’ into
bedrock with depths ranging from 100 ft to 30 ft from ground elevation. DN tanks staff is completing
base slab concrete forms and rebar. Floor slab construction by DN Tanks is expected in June, with
project completion expected in 2021.
ADWF Chemical Feed Upgrades
Mark Mantua
General Project Scope: This project consists of removal and replacement of four chemical dosing
pump systems. This work includes installation of four new pumping systems, pipework, electrical
upgrades and updated controls. The project also includes a new sodium permanganate bulk storage
tank and transfer pumping system. ADWF will be offline to complete work between April 12, 2021,
and May 21, 2021.
Project Update: Mueller Construction completed installation of four new chemical injection skids,
associated pipework, electrical installation, and chemical storage tanks. Pump representatives are
completing pump startup. Commissioning, instrumentation, and controls work is expected to be
complete by June 2021.
Edwards Spur Road Phase 2 Water Main

Mark Mantua

General Project Scope: The Edwards Spur Road Phase 2 consists of two projects. The first is
installation of 1,700 linear feet of water main that was installed in conjunction with the CDOT
Edwards Spur Road project. The second is installation of a water main that will run parallel and
under the railroad tracks to connect the Edwards Drinking Water Facility to the water main that was
previously installed during the 2019 Spur Road project and to a main near Miller Ranch Road. The
project will alleviate hydraulic issues in the Edwards low pressure zone.
Project Update: Heyl Construction began submittals, construction phase permitting with Eagle
County and Union Pacific Railroad, and procurement of materials. The Location and Extents
Application (LEA) for the project was unanimously approved on May 5 at an Eagle County Planning
Commission hearing.
Fenno Wellhouse and Raw Water Conveyance
Niko Nemcanin
General Project Scope: The project consists of complete replacement of a small treatment facility in
Cordillera that treats water from seven groundwater wells and pumps into the distribution system.
The previous facility did not meet electrical code, had some safety concerns and was generally at
the end of its useful life. Improvements to the wells and raw water piping are also included in this
project.
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Project Update: The existing well house building was demolished and excavation for new well house
footprint is complete. The general contractor, RN Civil, is in the submittal process with the engineer
and District staff and will start with base preparation and concrete work the week of May 17.
Substantial project completion is scheduled for Oct. 31. The well and piping improvements are in the
design phase for anticipated 2022 construction.
Bighorn Terrace Water & Sewer Main
Niko Nemcanin
General Project Scope: The project consists of replacement of a private sewer service line with a
public sewer main and replacement of water main with the addition of a fire hydrant in Columbine
Way. The sewer service line is at the end of its life expectancy, and the District was approached by
homeowners to reconstruct the private main as a public main via a sanitary sewer subdistrict.
Project Update: General contractor 360 Civil and the District obtained all relevant permits from Town
of Vail and Vail Fire. The contractor mobilized to the site and finished temporary parking lot and
subsurface utilities engineering by potholing existing water and gas lines. Water main installation
started on May 17. Project completion is anticipated for Aug. 16.
Vail South Frontage Road Water Main

Carter Keller

General Project Scope: ERWSD is participating in the Town of Vail’s South Frontage Road project
installing approximately 1,400 linear feet of 12-inch diameter water main and appurtenances within
the project boundary. The participation is administered via an Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA)
with Town of Vail and replaces sections of 50-year old water main with excessive bury depths.
Project Update: The construction of the project is well underway, but some delays and resequencing
have resulted from difficulties in locating water mains at extreme (>20-30-feet) depths, other buried
utilities, and the constructability and safety concerns. We are working through some redesign efforts
and hope to get the project back on track as it affects the entirety of the roadway project’s schedule.
WASTEWATER PROJECTS
Avon Wastewater Treatment Facility (AWWTF) Nutrient Upgrades

Melissa Marts

General Project Scope: The Avon WWTF requires upgrades to meet Regulation 85, which requires a
reduction of the concentrations of nitrogen and phosphorus in the effluent. The scope of this project
includes the following: addition of 0.6 million gallons of aeration basin capacity; a new secondary
clarifier; structural modifications to the existing aeration basins to remove the existing double-tees
and replace with a building structure; a new odor control study and system; and other improvements
throughout the facility. This project also includes improvements identified in a 2017 condition
assessment in other process areas throughout the facility.
Project Update: The project team continues to make significant progress working primarily on the
aeration basins and new secondary clarifier. The team is working to have the new aeration basin 1
volume online prior to the Fourth of July holiday. The basin passed the leak test and Moltz is
installing air diffusers and pipe sections. The Avon WWTF operators took a secondary clarifier out of
operation due to low seasonal loading and to allow Moltz to tie the new aeration basin volume into
the existing process.
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Dowd Junction Collection System Improvements
Nemcanin

Jeffrey Schneider/Jenna Beairsto/Niko

General Project Scope: The project consists of four major components, all of which are at the end of
their useful lives: the aerial interceptor crossing at Dowd Junction; Lift Station 4, which conveys all of
Minturn’s wastewater; the aerial interceptor crossing at the Minturn Road bridge; and the force main
downstream of Lift Station 4. The project will also include capacity for growth in its respective service
areas, most notably the Minturn area improvements.
Project Update:
Minturn Aerial Crossing: Wastewater flow was introduced to the new crossing on May 4. After a U.S.
Forest Service site visit, removal of supports in the river was approved. The old wastewater crossing
was removed from the river channel on May 12, with minimal disturbance of the riverbed observed.
The general contractor is working on handrails, asphalt paving and landscaping. ECO trails, Town of
Minturn and the District are working on contracts regarding maintenance of the bridge and path, and
planning of official opening ceremony of bridge, which is planned for July or August.
West Vail Interceptor Aerial Crossing: The general contractor, Mueller Construction, finished
construction the temporary trail to allow for construction use of the trail. Ludwig drilled and placed
the caissons for Pier 2 next to the river. Ludwig will be drilling and placing the caissons for Abutment
3 on the southeast side of the bridge the week of May 17. Mueller and Ludwig will begin caisson
construction at Abutment 1 on the northwest side of the bridge as soon as the final CDOT permit is
received, which is anticipated for May 21. This work will require a lane shift and possible one lane
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traffic on Highway 6. Following that, Mueller will begin work above grade at Pier 2 and Abutment 3.
Wheeler is finalizing the bridge design for submission and review by HDR.
Lift Station Replacement: Change Order 6 was issued to HDR to finalize the Lift Station Design.
Field Operations and CIP will meet with HDR on May 19 for a workshop to reevaluate the design
and kick off progress towards a 90% design set of drawings and specifications.
Force Main Design: Staff is executing a contract with Murraysmith Engineering for design and
construction management for the force main design. A design kickoff meeting is scheduled for the
week of May 24. We anticipate a partnership with Eagle County ECO Trails to gain construction
efficiencies and minimize public impacts through the US 6/24 corridor.
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WATER RESOURCES
Len Wright
The Colorado Drought Monitor has shown some improvement over the past month, though primarily
over Eastern Colorado, as seen below in Figs. 1 and 2. Figure 2 shows areas of change in drought
index classes over the past 30 days, with darker green indicating a more significant improvement.
The very eastern portion of Eagle County shows some improvement, but western Colorado generally
remains unchanged. Western Rio Blanco County got one level worse, falling from D3 to D4.
Hydrologic conditions in the Eagle River Basin have benefited from recent cool temperatures and
moist conditions, preventing worsening conditions. Lower elevation snowpack is nearly melted out,
while upper elevations remain snow-covered.

Figure 1. Colorado Drought Monitor, May 11, 2021.
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Figure 2. Map of changes in the Colorado Drought Monitor over the past month.
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The Upper Colorado Basin remains largely in severe and exceptional drought; 75% of the basin is in
D3 and D4, as seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Drought Monitor for the Upper Colorado River Basin.
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The current Eagle River SNOTEL plot from the NRCS is plotted in Figure 4, Vail in Figure 5 and
Fremont Pass in Figure 6. Fremont Pass is holding its SWE, which is good news for Eagle Park
Reservoir. Operations staff will pump from the East Fork Pump Station when stream conditions
allow, in case gravity flow does not fill Eagle Park.

Figure 4. Eagle River Basin SNOTEL, May 18,2021. The black line is 2021, 2018 is orange and
2012 is the lower line, carving out the historical low.
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Figure 5. Vail SNOTEL, May 18, 2021.

Figure 6. Fremont Pass SNOTEL. May 18, 2021
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Measured and predicted streamflow in the Eagle River basin are shown in Figures 7 and 8 for Gore
Creek and the Eagle River at Avon. Cumulative water year volume for the Eagle River at Avon is
shown in Figure 9. Streamflow is expected to remain in the lower percentile band of historic flows for
the remainder of runoff. The cumulative volume for the Eagle River Basin at Avon remains
significantly below the normal range. This is a very strong indicator of overall watershed production
as it integrates the production of runoff and baseflow, as well as the demands from consumptive use
and trans-mountain diversions. Notably, this gage is currently at an all-time low for water production.

Figure 7. Gore Creek above Red Sandstone Creek Streamflow (USGS and CRBFC, 2021).
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Figure 8. Streamflow, Eagle River at Avon (USGS, CBRF, 2021)

Figure 9. Cumulative flow, Eagle River at Avon, May 19, 2021 (USGS).
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The cumulative flow statistics for several key gages are shown along with a location map in Figure
10. They are all far below normal, consistent with predictions from NOAA for a low runoff year due to
the extreme dryness of soil in the Upper Colorado River basin. District storage accounts volumes are
shown on the map in Figure 11, which are normal for this time of year. We expect to reach full
account capacity for all reservoirs this runoff season.

Figure 10. Water-Year-to-Date Streamflow Volume (ERWSD 2021).
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Figure 11. ERWSD and UERWA storage accounts, May 1, 2021 (ERWSD 2021).
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ERWSD and UERWA storage accounts are shown in Table 1 as of May 1, 2021, along with percent
of account remaining.

Reservoir
Green
Mountain

May 1 Volumes in Storage and Percentages of Full:
ERWSD
UERWA

612.9

66%

11.9

3%

432.8

100%

250

100%

500

100%

Black Lakes
Eagle Park
Homestake
Res
Wolford Mtn

506.4
(512)
108.5
(254)
536.6
(536)
257
(257)
656
(665)

92%
26%
79%
100%
91%

Total

1251.6
(1285)
108.5
(254)
967
(967)
507
(507)
1156
(1166)

76%
26%
87%
100%
95%

Table 1. ERWSD and UERWA Storage accounts as of May 1, 2021. Note UERWA account in Black
Lakes equals ERWSD account, and is the same water, therefore total is the same (Helton and
Williamsen).
Recently there has been press coverage surrounding dam safety investigations at Ritschard Dam at
Wolford Mountain Reservoir, where both the District and Authority lease storage. District staff spoke
with both the reservoir operator (the Colorado River District) and the Colorado Division of Water
Resources Dam Safety Branch regarding this work. The State has the authority to limit allowable
storage if safety considerations dictate a reduction of risk. Neither the State nor the River District
believe this will be required.
A Comprehensive Dam Safety Evaluation was performed by AECOM that showed the highest risk
was cracking in the dam. The clay core remains intact, the surficial cracks run 24 inches deep. An
engineering firm was hired and will be conducting investigations this summer. Once study
recommendations are published, we will consult the Sate and the River District again to see if
storage accounts have any chance of being limited. This is very unlikely, and the expected outcome
of the study will be to control surface erosion. Based on evaluation of our augmentation plan by LRE
Water and Helton and Williamsen, we have sufficient redundancy in our augmentation portfolio and
the impact of any limitation at Wolford Mountain will be minimal at most.
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The details regarding storage accounting for Eagle Park Reservoir are shown below in Table 2.
Previous months’ values are shown parenthetically.
Shareholder

Maximum
Content (ac-ft)
1,309
432.81
640.69
206.5

Jan. 31, 2021
Content (ac-ft)
830.6
432.8
516.1
166.08

Vail
ERWSD
UERWA
CRWCD
Conservation
712.0
550.7
(carryover)
Table 2. Eagle Park Reservoir Account Balances as of 2/1/21 (Helton and Williamsen).
Inflows to Lake Powell are expected to be low this year, in the context of water levels at historic low
elevations, as seen in Figures 12 and 13. The expected inflow volume for Water Year 2021 is shown
in Figure 14. The average annual inflow volume is 10.83 MAF. The most probable prediction for
this year is just 34% of average, at 3.64 MAF.

Figure 11. Latest Lake Powell water level forecast (USBR 2021).
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Figure 12. Current water level in Lake Powell, against historical levels by date and percentile.
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Figure 13. Expected Inflow Volume to Lake Powell (USBR).
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Seasonal Forecast maps from NOAA have not yet been updated since April and are not presented
here. However, forecasts do not predict drought condition relief. Current fire predictions indicate we
are entering another season with significant wildfire potential across the Southwestern US.
Figure 14. Wildfire Potential, June 2021.

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Board of Directors

FROM:

Jeffrey Schneider, P.E., Niko Nemcanin, Jenna Beairsto, P.E.

DATE:

May 19, 2021

RE:

Dowd Junction Collection System Project Update

Summary of Subject: This memorandum is to provide an update on the Dowd Junction Collection
System Improvements project and will be accompanied by a brief powerpoint presentation.
Discussion and Background: The Dowd Junction Collection System Improvements is a multi-year,
multi-component project that addresses four major collection system assets in the Dowd Junction Area.
Those improvements consist of:
 Minturn Interceptor Aerial Crossing
 West Vail Interceptor Aerial Crossing
 Lift Station 4 (serving the Town of Minturn) – including the upstream gravity wastewater pipeline
 The Force Main pipeline connecting the Lift Station and the gravity sanitary sewer system
A representation of the project components is shown below in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Dowd Junction Collection System Overall Map
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The project kicked off in 2018, after a leak occurred in the West Vail Interceptor pipeline while jetting and
inspecting the line in 2017. Subsequent corrosion analysis indicated severe corrosion in the 50+ year old
steel pipeline. The piers for the bridge are also located in the river channel and exhibited signs of
undermining and scour. The lift station experienced a power failure and sanitary sewer overflow a year
later. The capacity of the existing lift station is also inadequate to serve potential growth in the Town of
Minturn. The Minturn Aerial crossing pipeline was found to be in poor condition and the bridge pier in the
center of the Eagle River was severely compromised. During spring runoff conditions the pipe would
often get impacted by river flows and was viewed as one of the most vulnerable assets in the District. In
summary, the collection system infrastructure is at the end of its useful life, at capacity, and needs to be
replaced.
HDR Engineering was selected as the design engineer through a competitive RFP process in 2018 and
the scope began with a series of preliminary design technical memoranda involving design alternatives at
each component, bridge inspection results, etc. From those memoranda, final design packages were
released and advanced to final design and bidding. Permitting is a major component to the project, as
the project’s location involved a myriad of agencies and permitting required, both during the design and
construction of the project. The permitting for the project’s various components is enumerated below:














United States Forest Service (USFS) Special Use Permit
Union Pacific Railroad (UPRR) Pipeline Crossing Agreement
Union Pacific Railroad Wireline Crossing Agreement (for Century Link Communication Lines)
Colorado Department of Transportation Utility Permit (for each project component)
Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment Site Location Approval (Regulation 22)
Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment Construction Dewatering Permit
Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment Stormwater Discharge Permit
Eagle County 1041 Permit (exemption received)
Eagle County Floodplain Development Permit
Eagle County Grading Permit
Town of Vail Right of Way Permit
Town of Minturn 1041 Permit (exemption received)
Town of Minturn Building Permit

Permitting was especially challenging, with the UPRR permit taking over 18 months and requiring a
redesign of the center bridge pier at the West Vail Interceptor Crossing. In addition to permitting, the
project involved coordination with additional USFS staff, Colorado Parks and Wildlife, Vail Resorts, Eagle
County ECO Trails, and other CDOT projects along the corridor as an example. An item by item update is
provided below:
Minturn Aerial Interceptor Crossing
Based on the delay in UPRR permitting, the original approach to bid both aerial crossings as one project
was modified, and the Minturn Crossing was bid separately in late spring 2020. Gould Construction is the
general contractor on the project and we are happy to report that the project is nearly complete, with only
minor punchlist, handrail, revegetation, and demobilization work remaining. The construction contract is
approximately $1.55 million, of which approximately $25,000 is subject to reimbursement by Eagle
County. Our original scope included installing an approximately 6-foot wide ‘catwalk’ bridge for utility
pipelines only, but during design, we had the engineer calculate the cost difference between the 6-foot
wide catwalk bridge and a full 12-foot wide ‘recreation path’ bridge. That was determined to be $100,000,
and we approached the Town of Minturn and Eagle County ECO trails about cost sharing for the
difference. Each entity agreed to contribute $50,000 to the project, and a partnership was born. An IGA
is in the works to outline ongoing maintenance requirements, and a ‘grand opening’ ribbon cutting for the
new community amenity is scheduled for August 16.
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Note center
support bent out of
plumb

Figure 2: Previous Minturn Aerial Crossing, see annotation

Figure 3: New bridge and pipe being installed via crane 12/8/2020
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Figure 4: Removed center pier, note severe scour and deterioration
West Vail Interceptor Crossing
The West Vail Interceptor Crossing was designed and permitted in 2019-2020, and was bid in the fall of
2020. As previously reported to the Board, we received no bids for the project, but did receive interest from
Mueller Construction to complete the project with some modifications to the design to enhance
constructability. We entered into a ‘preconstruction’ service contract with Mueller in December of 2020 and
were able to redesign the project and enter into a construction contract in March 2021 in the amount of
approximately $3.5 million. The project is currently underway in a very high profile location at Dowd
Junction and is anticipated to be complete in fall of 2021.
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Figure 5: Rebar cage installation at Pier 2, West Vail Interceptor

Figure 6: Completed caissons at Pier 2 and drilling at Abutment 3, West Vail Interceptor
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Lift Station 4 Replacement
The design of Lift Station 4 is at 90% design. ERWSD performed some value engineering with the goal of
reducing construction costs in January 2021 and the redesign of the project commenced with a workshop
on May 19, 2020. We anticipate completion of the design work in September 2021 and hope to bid the
project immediately following design completion, with the hope of beginning construction in the fall, through
winter, and having the new lift station operational in approximately 3rd quarter of 2022.

Figure 7: Plan view of Lift Station and nearby pipelines

Figure 8: Colored elevations of new lift station building (90% design)
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Force Main Replacement
Due to some project management issues and poor performance by HDR, we entered into a design services
contract with Murraysmith Engineering to complete the design of the force main pipeline, which runs from
Lift Station 4 along US 6/24 to the gravity system near the West Vail Aerial Crossing. We are also working
on a partnership with ECO Trails as they plan on connecting the recreation path through the same corridor
on a similar timeframe. Design kickoff is scheduled for May 25 and we are currently intending on combining
this bid package with the Lift Station design for economies of construction and to hopefully increase interest
to larger general contractors.

Figure 9: Conceptual cross section of new force main project with ECO Trail
Financial Implications: The total approved project budget for all components is $11,025,000, with
approximately $3,436,493 spent to date. Based on design changes and cost escalation, the remaining
budget is insufficient and additional budget to complete the lift station and force main work will be
requested as part of the 2022 capital budget cycle.

MEMORANDUM
TO:

District and Authority Boards of Directors

FROM:

Jason Cowles, P.E.

DATE:

May 19, 2021

RE:

Engineering & Water Resources Report

Community Water Plan Update
Seth Mason of Lotic Hydrologic prepared a comparative analysis of the ERWSD and
Homestake Partner’s models and presented the results to the Community Water Plan Technical
Working Group in March. This was completed by comparing historical model runs from both
models against observed historical streamflows at several USGS gages in the watershed. The
qualitative analysis demonstrated that District’s model more accurately reflected USGS
streamflows at gaged locations and the magnitude of errors between gaged flows and model
predicted flows was smaller and more evenly distributed in the District’s model. Based upon the
quantitative analysis Lotic concluded that the District’s model performed slightly better with a
smaller degree of bias than the Homestake Partners’ model.
At the April meeting of the CWP Technical Working Group, Seth recommended that the CWP
move forward with the District’s model. Seth’s recommendation was based upon the quantitative
analysis and the optics of the CWP using a model produced by East slope water providers. The
Homestake Partners’ representatives indicated that they were not authorized to take a position
at the meeting.
At the May meeting of the CWP Technical Working Group, the Homestake Partners submitted
the attached memo which attempted to summarize how we got here and indicated that they will
”support use of the ERWSD Model for the limited use for the ERWCP, but because of its lack of
transparency and peer review, its use is not appropriate in future permitting processes” while
noting several concerns. We disagree with some of the background and statements provided in
the memo and are preparing a response for the record. Meanwhile, LRE Water and Lynker
Technology continue to work on development of climate change and ERMOU buildout scenarios
to provide model output to the Community Water Plan for their analysis.

Memorandum
To:

ERMOU Partners

From:

Homestake Partners (Cities of Colorado Springs and Aurora)

Cc:

Eagle River Community Water Plan Technical Group

Date:

May 7, 2021

Subject:

Eagle River Community Water Plan – Model Selection

Background
Since 2018, the Eagle River Memorandum of Understanding (ERMOU) Technical Group has been working
to develop a detailed surface water allocation model of the Eagle River Basin. The purpose of this effort
is to simulate streamflow conditions for the Eagle River Community Water Plan (ERCWP) and it was
intended to serve as the basis for future phases of Eagle River Joint Use Water Project (Project)
permitting efforts.
The Colorado Water Conservation Board (CWCB) has funded development of a monthly surface water
allocation model for the Colorado River Basin. This model (first completed in 2009 and updated through
2013) utilizes the StateMod platform and is part of an effort to develop integrated hydrologic models
throughout the State of Colorado as part of the Colorado Decision Support System (CDSS).
The Eagle River Water and Sanitation District (ERWSD) has refined the State model to simulate conditions
on the Eagle River and represent specific operations of their water rights portfolio. This refined model
was largely completed on a monthly timestep in 2019 and output from this model was intended to be
used as the basis for the ERCWP as described in the original ERCWP grant application.
As a stakeholder in the ERCWP, Homestake Partners agreed to this approach (circa 2018) with the
understanding the ERWSD model would be available for peer review and refined to a daily timestep. In
2020, ERWSD enhanced their model to operate on a daily timestep. However, ERWSD did not and has
continued not to allow a peer review of their model out of proprietary concerns related to their
representation of the District’s water rights.
The Homestake Partners initially hired a consultant, Wilson Water Group, to provide a peer review of
the ERWSD model; however, as the ERWSD model was not made fully public for that peer review, the
Homestake Partners requested that Wilson Water Group develop a separate, parallel model using
publicly available information. The Homestake Partners’ model was developed in a similar fashion as the
ERWSD model, by revising and enhancing the State’s existing CDSS model. The model was enhanced to
operate daily and more accurately simulate Homestake Project operations. The Homestake Partners’
model also refines ERWSD operations in the upper Eagle River to the extent possible based on records
provided each year by ERWSD to the Colorado Division of Water Resources and information in their
decrees. However, this publicly available information proved limiting in representing historical ERWSD
operations.
1

Model Sharing Agreement
In February 2019, Homestake Partners and ERWSD conceptually agreed to share information and models
while negotiating a “model sharing agreement” between the parties. The model sharing agreement was
intended to allow both parties to work cooperatively and share information to develop a common Eagle
River model. The ERMOU Technical Group met every other month to work on issues and share
information to the extent possible despite not having a model sharing agreement. These meetings were
productive and resulted in several achievements.
In December 2019, the Homestake Partners and ERWSD executed the Eagle River Basin Model Sharing
Agreement. It was anticipated that ERWSD would provide feedback on Homestake Partners’ model and
the two entities would work cooperatively to resolve any issues that may arise through this process.
However, the parties were unable to come to agreement on a confidentiality agreement that was
outlined as a component to the signed Eagle River Basin Model Sharing Agreement. Therefore, ERWSD
would not share its model or any operational details of its system.
2020‐2021 Activities
Since ERWSD and Homestake Partners have been unable to come to agreement on a confidentiality
agreement required by the Eagle River Basin Model Sharing Agreement, the Homestake Partners and
ERWSD have developed separate models. As an alternative to properly peer reviewing the ERWSD model,
the Homestake Partners and ERWSD agreed to share and compare output from their respective models
in the form of simulated streamflow at a limited number of locations throughout the Eagle River basin.
In continued efforts to be transparent, Homestake Partners shared its refined model with ERWSD.
Output of simulated streamflow was provided to the ERCWP from the Historical model scenario for each
model. These outputs were then compared back to the available historical streamgage record to
demonstrate calibration of each model.
This information was shared with the firm contracted to complete the ERCWP, Lotic Hydrological (Lotic).
Lotic then completed a comparison of output from these two models, which was done without access to
the information that ERWSD deemed to be proprietary in its model. Model output from the Homestake
Partners and ERWSD Historical models compare well for reaches within the ERCWP geographical study
area. Due to lack of publicly available information regarding Eagle Park Reservoir operations, the
Homestake Partners’ model tends to under simulate flows compared to gaged records – primarily during
winter months – in the upper most reaches of the Eagle River, above the area of focus for the ERCWP.
Again, due to the limited public information available around ERWSD water usage and operations, the
Homestake Partners’ model also shows some differences to ERWSD model at locations on Gore Creek
and Eagle River during wintertime.
ERCWP Model Options
Lotic recently provided a recommendation to the ERCWP Technical Group to move forward using the
ERWSD model as the basis for hydrological scenario development. Lotic based this recommendation on
the above‐mentioned quantitative comparison of simulated streamflow from both models at USGS
gaging stations (including stream gages outside the geographic reach of the bounds of the ERCWP). From
Lotic’s perspective, the ERWSD model “…appeared to perform slightly better….” Lotic Hydrological
Memorandum dated March 3, 2021.
2

Homestake Partners will support use of the ERWSD Model for the limited use for the ERCWP, but because
of its lack of transparency and peer review, its use is not appropriate in future permitting processes.
Homestake Partners’ support use of the ERWSD Model for the ERCWP while noting the following
concerns:
 The ERMOU Partners are in the process of developing definitions for the ERCWP “Scenarios”
and until completed, there is no common understanding or agreement on the Scenario
descriptions. This leads to uncertainty as to how the model results from each scenario will be
used to develop information and recommendations in the ERCWP.
 The ERWSD model is proprietary and not peer‐reviewed. Thus, Homestake Partners (and all
other ERCWP Stakeholders) are not able to see how both ERWSD and Homestake Partners’
operations and demands (existing and future) are represented. In contrast, the Homestake
Partners’ model is a public model and provides the transparency component to understand
critical model assumptions and representation, and ensures operations are performing as
expected.
 ERWSD model verification is only possible through output comparison. Of the various
scenarios contemplated for use within the ERCWP, only the Historical scenario can be verified
through comparison with gaged streamflow records. The remaining scenarios will have no
other way to be checked without a peer‐review process that a public model can provide.
 Homestake Partners are uncertain how and to what extent the Homestake Project is
represented in the ERWSD model. Homestake Partners need confirmation that the existing
Homestake Project is represented to include full utilization of decreed water rights through
existing infrastructure. Similarly, Homestake Partners would like confirmation that the ERWSD
model also represents full utilization of ERWSD’s decreed water rights using existing
infrastructure. This information is necessary in order to ensure that the ERWSD model
accurately represents water availability for future projects in the Eagle River basin.
 Homestake Partners are uncertain of ERWSD representation of physical stream flows in the
basin for ungaged locations. Any differences can have significant effects to modeling results.
 Homestake Partners are uncertain how ERWSD plans to represent ERMOU Buildout. For
purposes of the ERCWP, the Homestake Partners need confirmation that yield of the full
ERMOU Buildout is being represented at 20,000 acre‐feet of average annual yield plus 10,000
acre‐feet firm yield. The intent of this representation is to reflect maximum allowable
development of East Slope and West Slope water supplies under the ERMOU for ERCWP’s
planning purposes noting that the ERMOU Buildout reflects only one potential configuration
of the ERMOU infrastructure, which configuration may change in the future. Homestake
Partners assert this representation is necessary to properly determine the amount of water
available for environmental and recreational flows.
 The ERCWP Technical Group determined that model accuracy is important. Homestake
Partners agree. But since the ERWSD model is proprietary, it is not possible to ascertain its
accuracy or precision, and it is inappropriate to assume that the ERWSD model is accurately
representing all ERCWP scenarios until that can be verified.
 Homestake Partners are uncertain how differences in output from the two models are
reconciled, as the lack of transparency in the ERWSD model prohibits stakeholders from being
able to pinpoint what is causing those differences.
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Homestake Partners are uncertain if ERWSD will agree to changes in their model should
differences arise in representation of ERCWP scenarios.
Due to differences between the models in natural flow distribution at ungaged locations,
physical and legal water availability is uncertain and should be resolved. Based on this
uncertainty, it is unknown when any model results from the ERWSD model will be available
for use by the ERCWP.
Many modeling assumptions also remain outstanding between ERMOU Partners and must be
resolved prior to the ERWSD model being ready to provide output to the ERCWP.
The scope of the ERCWP must remain within the geographic boundaries previously scoped
and identified for assessment within the plan. Homestake Partners cannot support use of the
ERWSD model outside the ERCWP boundaries.
The final ERCWP and model documentation must describe the appropriate uses and
limitations of the model identified by ERCWP Stakeholders, including those raised above by
the Homestake Partners.
Homestake Partners will use a fully transparent model in future Project permitting processes.
Since the ERWSD model cannot be fully replicated and peer‐reviewed without access to the
undisclosed proprietary information, it will have limited, if any, applicability for future
permitting. Use of the private ERWSD model in the ERCWP will not allow the future project
permitting processes to build upon the ERCWP planning effort, while use of an open and
transparent model would.
If the Homestake Partners’ model is used for permitting of the Project, and the ERWSD model
is used for permitting other projects in the basin, it will be important for these permitting
efforts to operate under similar assumptions as were used within the ERCWP. If not, results
and recommendations from the ERCWP may not be appropriate or applicable to guide local
permitting efforts.

Summary
The Homestake Partners, comprised of two cities that are public entities, prefers the use of a public, open,
and transparent model, rather than the private, proprietary model developed by ERWSD. As such,
Homestake Partners developed a separate model based on publicly available information that continues
to be available for peer‐review and available for use in the ERCWP. However, this path was not selected.
Despite the limitations identified under the Eagle River Basin Model Sharing Agreement, discussions
between the Homestake Partners and ERWSD have been collaborative and productive, allowing for limited
progress in certain areas. The Homestake Partners continue to support these ongoing efforts to
collaborate and refine the models. If circumstances change in the future, the Homestake Partners have a
standing offer to provide the public Homestake Partner model for the ERCWP.
In order to continue in the collaborative spirit of the ERCWP, Homestake Partners will support Lotic’s
recommendation to move forward with the ERWSD model, however noting the concerns outlined above.
Homestake Partners and ERWSD staff shared this update with Lotic on April 16, 2021. The Homestake
Partners may not be able to continue their support for using the ERWSD model, however, if there remain
unresolved issues between the ERMOU Partners regarding the representation of hydrology, demands, or
current or future infrastructure, water rights, or operations that may significantly affect results used in the
ERCWP.
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